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Based on Campaign Communication DSP theory model, this research is
designed to  analyze  the  campaign  advertising  strategies  used  by  two  major
parties—the Kuomintang(KMT)  and  the  Democratic  Progressive  Party
(DPP)—in  2012  Taiwan Presidential Election, as well as the candidates’ DSP
model. Applying content analysis, not only does the study investigate the
campaign ads’ themes, appeals and expressions, it  also  explores  the
differences  between  the  characteristics  of  the  TV  campaign  ads.
The  results  of  this  study  propose  the  following  conclusions:  (1)  The
Number  of  the TV  campaign  ads  published  by  KMT  is  three  times larger
than  that  of  DPP. Two parties’  TV  campaign  ads’  timelines  utilize the  “End-
up  Schedule”.  (2)The  TV campaign ads of the two parties have three points in
common. First, the core themes are  image  projecting  and political  statement
ads.  The  number  of  negative  ads  is limited. Second, the main emphases of
image projecting ads are about the candidates’leadership  and  personal
characteristics.  Third,  the  major  issues  are about  social problems.  This
year’s  TV   campaign  ads   seldom  involve  cross-strait  relations, provincial
problems, as well as racial issues. Also, each party’s TV campaign ads have their
 own   character.   Ma   Ying-jeou’s   camp stresses   the   ideas   and   values   of
“Taiwanese”“Taiwan Spirit”and“Love Taiwan”. As for image projecting ads, except
advertise  Mr.  Ma’s achievements  and  his  clean-handed  quality,  the  ads  also
features Zhou Meiqing, the  president’s  wife as a  leading role in  his ads. The
attack elements are  found  in  Secondary  themes.  Use  the  public  as  ads
speakers.  Mr.  Ma’s  TV campaign ads also adopt issues concerning economy
and politics. With regard to Cai Yingwen’s ads, her camp publishes a higher
proportion of negative ads than that of Mr. Ma’s. Her ads centers on livelihood













elements.  (3)Considering  ads  appeals,  two  parties’  ads  show some  clear
differences  in  using  emotion-reason  appeal.  Mr  Ma’s  camp  tends  to  use
celebrity  appeal  and  the  fear  appeal  is  not  frequently  employed  this  year.
(4)The common  points  in  expressions  of  ads  are,  firstly,  two  parties  both
like  to  use  the special campaign symbols such as campaign slogan and
campaign logo etc.. Second, video  styles  are  similar.  However,  Mr  Ma’s
camp  tends  to  use  party  symbol  more frequently than Ms. Cai’s camp. Also
the former uses national flag etc. while the latter rarely does. It is suggested that
Mr. Ma’s ads intend to shape KMT as a legitimate and orthodox party and Ms.
Cai’s ads herself as an independent candidate. In general, Mr Ma’s  camp  used
the  leader strategy  and  the  key  point  of  KMT’s  TV  campaign advertising is
“stability”,  while  Ms  Cai’s  camp used the  challenger  strategy, and the key
point of DPP’s TV campaign advertising is “change”.
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